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Illusions of Freedom
Illusions of Freedom examines the opinions and ideas
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of two twentieth-century writers--Thomas Merton, a
Catholic monk living in the United States, and Jacques
Ellul, a French Protestant. Contemporaries, they never
met or corresponded with each other, but their
critique of the influence that technology was
beginning to have on the human condition is strikingly
similar. Both Merton and Ellul drew upon the ideas of
others in formulating their worldview, to include Karl
Barth, Soren Kierkegaard, Aldous Huxley, and Karl
Marx. Jeffrey Shaw examines the influence that these
other philosophers had on Merton and Ellul as they
formulated their own ideas on technology's impact on
freedom. Tracing the similarities, and in some cases
the differences, between their critiques of technology
and the idea that progress is always to be seen as
something inherently good, one finds that they bring
a unique perspective to the debate and offer readers
an alternative avenue for reflecting on the meaning of
technology and its impact on our lives in the twentyfirst century.

Techno-sexual Landscapes
Science, Technology and Society
From the bestselling author of The Knowledge Web
come fifty mesmerizing journeys into the history of
technology, each following a chain of consequential
events that ends precisely where it began. Whether
exploring electromagnetic fields, the origin of hot
chocolate, or DNA fingerprinting, these essays -which originally appeared in James Burke's popular
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Scientific American column -- all illustrate the
serendipitous and surprisingly circular nature of
change. In "Room with (Half) a View," for instance,
Burke muses about the partly obscured railway bridge
outside his home on the Thames. Thinking of the
bridge engineer, who also built the steamship that
laid the first transatlantic telegraph cable, causes him
to recall Samuel Morse; which, in turn, conjures up
Morse's neighbor, firearms inventor Sam Colt, and his
rival, Remington. One dizzying connection after
another leads to Karl Marx's daughter, who attended
Socialist meetings with a trombonist named Gustav
Holst, who once lived in the very house that blocks
Burke's view of the bridge on the Thames. Burke's
essays all evolve in this organic manner, highlighting
the interconnectedness of seemingly unrelated events
and innovations. Romantic poetry leads to brandy
distillation; tonic water connects through Leibniz to
the first explorers to reach the North Pole. Witty,
instructive, and endlessly entertaining, Circles
expands on the trademark style that has captivated
James Burke fans for years. This unique collection is
sure to stimulate and delight history buffs,
technophiles, and anyone else with a healthy
intellectual curiosity.

The Party's Over
The Knowledge Web
Landscapes of Neolithic Ireland
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The world is about to run out of cheap oil and change
dramatically. Within the next few years, global
production will peak. Thereafter, even if industrial
societies begin to switch to alternative energy
sources, they will have less net energy each year to
do all the work essential to the survival of complex
societies. We are entering a new era, as different
from the industrial era as the latter was from
medieval times. In The Party’s Over, Richard Heinberg
places this momentous transition in historical context,
showing how industrialism arose from the harnessing
of fossil fuels, how competition to control access to oil
shaped the geopolitics of the twentieth century and
how contention for dwindling energy resources in the
twenty-first century will lead to resource wars in the
Middle East, Central Asia and South America. He
describes the likely impacts of oil depletion and all of
the energy alternatives. Predicting chaos unless the
United States—the world’s foremost oil consumer—is
willing to join with other countries to implement a
global program of resource conservation and sharing,
he also recommends a “managed collapse” that
might make way for a slower-paced, low-energy,
sustainable society in the future. More readable than
other accounts of this issue, with fuller discussion of
the context, social implications and recommendations
for personal, community, national and global action,
Heinberg’s updated book is a riveting wake-up call for
human-kind as the oil era winds down, and a critical
tool for understanding and influencing current US
foreign policy.

Connections
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Collects 1,000 entries on the subfields on
anthropology, including physical anthropology,
archaeology, paleontology, linguistics, and evolution.

Homo Deva
Woodworking in Estonia
Explores the political and economic impact of oil
depletion, recommending a managed transition to a
low-energy sustainable society and a global program
of resource sharing in light of the imminent decline of
world oil supplies.

Why People Believe Weird Things
Using the unique approach that he has employed in
his previous books, author, columnist, and television
commentator James Burke shows us our connections
to the fifty-six men who signed the Declaration of
Independence. Over the two hundred-plus years that
separate us, these connections are often surprising
and always fascinating. Burke turns the signers from
historical icons into flesh-and-blood people: Some
were shady financial manipulators, most were
masterful political operators, a few were good human
beings, and some were great men. The network that
links them to us is also peopled by all sorts, from
spies and assassins to lovers and adulterers,
inventors and artists. The ties may be more direct for
some of us than others, but we are all linked in some
way to these founders of our nation. If you enjoyed
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Martin Sheen as the president on television's The
West Wing, then you're connected to founder Josiah
Bartlett. The connection from signer Bartlett to Sheen
includes John Paul Jones; Judge William Cooper, father
of James Fenimore; Sir Thomas Brisbane, governor of
New South Wales; an incestuous astronomer; an
itinerant math teacher; early inventors of television;
and pioneering TV personality Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
the inspiration for Ramon Estevez's screen name,
Martin Sheen.

The Evolution of Human Co-operation
From bronze axes of the Viking conquests to the
American homesteader’s felling axe, this is a tool that
has shaped human history like few others. American
Axe pays tribute to this iconic instrument of
settlement and industry, with rich history, stunning
photography, and profiles of the most collectible
vintage axes such as The Woodslasher, Keen Cutter,
and True Temper Perfect. Combining his experiences
as a forester, axe collector, and former competitive
lumberjack, author Brett McLeod conveys the allure of
this deceptively simple woodcutting implement and
celebrates the resurging interest in its story and use.

ADFL Bulletin
Landscapes of Neolithic Ireland is the first volume to
be devoted solely to the Irish Neolithic, using an
innovative landscape and anthropological perspective
to provide significant new insights on the period.
Gabriel Cooney argues that the archaeological
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evidence demonstrates a much more complex picture
than the current orthodoxy on Neolithic Europe, with
its assumption of mobile lifestyles, suggests. He
integrates the study of landscape, settlement,
agriculture, material culture and burial practice to
offer a rounded, realistic picture of the complexities
and the realities of Neolithic lives and societies in
Ireland.

Defining Technological Literacy
Health technology is a pivotal locus of change and
controversy in health care systems, and The Problem
of Health Technology offers a comprehensive and
novel analysis of the topic. The book illuminates the
scientific and policy arguments that are currently
deployed in industrialized countries by addressing the
perspectives of clinicians, health care managers,
scholars, policymakers, patients, and industry. And by
establishing a dialogue between two interdisciplinary
fields--Health Technology Assessment and Science
and Technology Studies--Pascale Lehoux argues for recentering the debate around social and political
questions rather than questions of affordability,
thereby developing an alternative framework for
thinking about the implications of health technology.

Evolution of Consciousness
In The Knowledge Web, James Burke, the bestselling
author and host of television's Connections series,
takes us on a fascinating tour through the interlocking
threads of knowledge running through Western
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history. Displaying mesmerizing flights of fancy, he
shows how seemingly unrelated ideas and innovations
bounce off one another, spinning a vast, interactive
web on which everything is connected to everything
else: Carmen leads to the theory of relativity,
champagne bottling links to wallpaper design, Joan of
Arc connects through vaudeville to Buffalo Bill.
Illustrating his open, connective theme in the form of
a journey across a web, Burke breaks down complex
concepts, offering information in a manner accessible
to anybody -- high school graduates and Ph.D. holders
alike. The journey touches almost two hundred
interlinked points in the history of knowledge,
ultimately ending where it begins. At once amusing
and instructing, The Knowledge Web heightens our
awareness of our interdependence -- with one another
and with the past. Only by understanding the
interrelated nature of the modern world can we hope
to identify complex patterns of change and direct the
process of innovation to the common good.

Creating a Sustainable Future
From today's headlines to your textbook, SOCIETY,
ETHICS, AND TECHNOLOGY, Fifth Edition, explores the
cutting edge of technological innovation and how
these advances represent profound moral dilemmas
for society as a whole. You will build a strong
foundation in theory and applied ethics as you are
challenged to examine critically the social effects of
technology in your daily life. This timely anthology,
filled with cutting-edge work from prominent scholars
and thinkers, focuses on current technological issues
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and ethical debates. Insightful introductions and focus
questions before each piece help put readings in
context and to establish frameworks for ethical
decision-making. The readings examine the
consequences of technological change from a variety
of historical, social, and philosophical perspectives.
Special coverage of the history of technology focuses
on ground-breaking developments, as well as the
technological underpinnings of contemporary
globalization. New articles examine the impact of
contemporary technological advances, such as
nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, and social
media. In addition, the book explores the future of
technology in such areas as human rights,
overpopulation, biotechnology, information
technology, climate change, and the environment.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Encyclopedia of Anthropology
Circles
Revised and Expanded Edition. In this age of
supposed scientific enlightenment, many people still
believe in mind reading, past-life regression theory,
New Age hokum, and alien abduction. A no-holdsbarred assault on popular superstitions and
prejudices, with more than 80,000 copies in print,
Why People Believe Weird Things debunks these
nonsensical claims and explores the very human
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reasons people find otherworldly phenomena,
conspiracy theories, and cults so appealing. In an
entirely new chapter, "Why Smart People Believe in
Weird Things," Michael Shermer takes on science
luminaries like physicist Frank Tippler and others, who
hide their spiritual beliefs behind the trappings of
science. Shermer, science historian and true crusader,
also reveals the more dangerous side of such illogical
thinking, including Holocaust denial, the recoveredmemory movement, the satanic ritual abuse scare,
and other modern crazes. Why People Believe Strange
Things is an eye-opening resource for the most
gullible among us and those who want to protect
them.

Society, Ethics, and Technology
Culture and cultural evolution are uniquely significant
phenomena in evolutionary biology: they are products
of biological evolution, yet they supplement genetic
transmission with social transmission, thus achieving
a certain independence from natural selection.
However, cultural evolution nevertheless expresses
key Darwinian processes itself and also interacts with
genetic evolution. Just how culture fits into the
grander framework of evolution is a big issuethough,
yet one that has received relatively little scientific
attention compared to, for example, genetic
evolution. Culture Evolves is the outcome of a major
interdisciplinarymeeting held by The Royal Society
and the British Academy which explored new
discoveries and controversies regarding cultural
evolution - from the roots of culture in the animal
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kingdom to investigations of the cognitive adaptations
shaping our special cultural nature. The book contains
papers writeen by leading experts from the fields of
ethology, behavioural ecology, primatology,
comparative psychology, archaeology, anthropology,
evolutionary biology and developmental psychology.

The Party's Over
Supernatural Selection
In 2006, scientist Richard Dawkins published a
blockbuster bestseller, The God Delusion. This atheist
manifesto sparked a furious reaction from believers,
who have responded with numerous books of their
own. By pitting science against religion, however, this
debate overlooks what science can tell us about
religion. According to evolutionary psychologist Matt J.
Rossano, what science reveals is that religion made
us human. In Supernatural Selection, Rossano
presents an evolutionary history of religion. Neither
an apologist for religion nor a religion-basher, he
draws together evidence from a wide range of
disciplines to show the valuable--even
essential--adaptive purpose served by systematic
belief in the supernatural. The roots of religion stretch
as far back as half a million years, when our ancestors
developed the motor control to engage in social
rituals--that is, to sing and dance together. Then,
about 70,000 years ago, a global ecological crisis
drove humanity to the edge of extinction. It forced the
survivors to create new strategies for survival, and
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religious rituals were foremost among them.
Fundamentally, Rossano writes, religion is a way for
humans to relate to each other and the world around
them--and, in the grim struggles of prehistory, it
offered significant survival and reproductive
advantages. It emerged as our ancestors' first health
care system, and a critical part of that health care
system was social support. Religious groups tended to
be far more cohesive, which gave them a competitive
advantage over non-religious groups, and enabled
them to conquer the globe. Rather than focusing on
one aspect of religion, as many theorists do, Rossano
offers an all-encompassing approach that is rich with
surprises, insights, and provocative conclusions.

American Connections
How do people living in small groups without money,
markets, police and rigid social classes develop norms
of economic and social cooperation that are
sustainable over time? This book addresses this
fundamental question and explains the origin,
structure and spread of stateless societies. Using
insights from game theory, ethnography and
archaeology, Stanish shows how ritual - broadly
defined - is the key. Ritual practices encode elaborate
rules of behavior and are ingenious mechanisms of
organizing society in the absence of coercive states.
As well as asking why and how people choose to cooperate, Stanish also provides the theoretical
framework to understand this collective action
problem. He goes on to highlight the evolution of
cooperation with ethnographic and archaeological
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data from around of the world. Merging evolutionary
game theory concepts with cultural evolutionary
theory, this book will appeal to those seeking a
transdisciplinary approach to one of the greatest
problems in human evolution.

Das Geschäft der Lemuren: Der Tod des
Schöpferischen
During the past 30 years, researchers have made
exciting progress in the science of learning (i.e., how
people learn) and the science of instruction (i.e., how
to help people learn). This second edition of the
Handbook of Research on Learning and Instruction is
intended to provide an overview of these research
advances. With chapters written by leading
researchers from around the world, this volume
examines learning and instruction in a variety of
learning environments including in classrooms and
out of classrooms, and with a variety of learners
including K-16 students and adult learners.
Contributors to this volume demonstrate how and why
educational practice should be guided by research
evidence concerning what works in instruction. The
Handbook is written at a level that is appropriate for
graduate students, researchers, and practitioners
interested in an evidence-based approach to learning
and instruction. The book is divided into two sections:
learning and instruction. The learning section consists
of chapters on how people learn in reading, writing,
mathematics, science, history, second language, and
physical education, as well as how people acquire the
knowledge and processes required for critical
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thinking, studying, self-regulation, and motivation.
The instruction section consists of chapters on
effective instructional methods—feedback, examples,
questioning, tutoring, visualizations, simulations,
inquiry, discussion, collaboration, peer modeling, and
adaptive instruction. Each chapter in this second
edition of the Handbook has been thoroughly revised
to integrate recent advances in the field of
educational psychology. Two chapters have been
added to reflect advances in both helping students
develop learning strategies and using technology to
individualize instruction. As with the first edition, this
updated volume showcases the best research being
done on learning and instruction by traversing a
broad array of academic domains, learning
constructs, and instructional methods.

American Book Publishing Record
Never before have we so needed a new literacy that
will enable us to meaningfully participate in the
rapidly evolving technologically mediated world. This
collection offers a solid basis for defining this new
technological literacy by bringing together theoretical
work encompassing philosophy, design, and
pedagogy.

The Cumulative Book Index
Traces the advantages and dangers of mankind's
inventions

Science, Technology & Society
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Twisted Roots
Outlines an inspirational, four-step roadmap for
reinventing oneself during times of personal or
professional crisis, counseling readers in such areas
as innovation, creating value, revising old approaches
and understanding long-term processes. TV tie-in.

American Axe
The Day the Universe Changed presents a sweeping
view of the history of science, technology, and human
civilization and examines the moments in history
when a change in knowledge radically altered man's
understanding of himself and the world around him.
James Burke examines eight periods in history when
our view of the world shifted dramatically: In the
eleventh century, when extraordinary discoveries
were made by Spanish crusaders. In fourteenthcentury Florence, where perspective in painting
emerged. In the fifteenth century, when the advent of
the printing press shook the foundations of an oral
society. In the sixteenth century, when gunnery
developments triggered the birth of modern science.
In the early eighteenth century, when hot English
summers brought on the Industrial Revolution. In the
battlefield surgery stations of the French
revolutionary armies, where people first became
statistics. In the nineteenth century, when the
discovery of dinosaur fossils led to the theory of
evolution. In the 1820s, when electrical experiments
heralded the end of scientific certainty. Based on the
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popular television documentary series, The Day the
Universe Changed is a bestselling history that
challenges the reader to decide whether there is
absolute knowledge to discover-or whether the
universe is "ultimately what we say it is."

Built Environment
Timothy Morton argues that ecological awareness in
the present Anthropocene era takes the form of a
strange loop or Möbius strip, twisted to have only one
side. Deckard travels this oedipal path in Blade
Runner (1982) when he learns that he might be the
enemy he has been ordered to pursue. Ecological
awareness takes this shape because ecological
phenomena have a loop form that is also fundamental
to the structure of how things are. The logistics of
agricultural society resulted in global warming and
hardwired dangerous ideas about life-forms into the
human mind. Dark ecology puts us in an uncanny
position of radical self-knowledge, illuminating our
place in the biosphere and our belonging to a species
in a sense that is far less obvious than we like to
think. Morton explores the logical foundations of the
ecological crisis, which is suffused with the
melancholy and negativity of coexistence yet
evolving, as we explore its loop form, into something
playful, anarchic, and comedic. His work is a skilled
fusion of humanities and scientific scholarship,
incorporating the theories and findings of philosophy,
anthropology, literature, ecology, biology, and
physics. Morton hopes to reestablish our ties to
nonhuman beings and to help us rediscover the
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playfulness and joy that can brighten the dark,
strange loop we traverse.

The Problem of Health Technology
A summation of research on the structure and
function of the brain presents new ideas on how the
human mind evolved in adaptation to a world that no
longer exists

Culture Evolves
Twin Tracks
Exploding human populations and loss of spaces
diversity, global warming, soon-to-be exhausted fossil
fuels, destruction of tropical rain forests, increase in
the gap between the rich and the poor, waste and
loss of valuable natural resources, food shortages and
degradation/loss of valuable agricultural lands, the
inhumane use of "factory farming", the failure of
western medicine to treat patients in a wholistic
manner via mind/body/spirit strategies, the failure of
fast-food diets to meet our health and nutritional
needs, and the disconnect between ourselves and our
environment are MAJOR problems being faced by
humankind on Planet Earth today. We, the authors,
felt that there was an urgent need to write Creating a
Sustainable Future: Living in Harmony with the Earth
so as to offer sustainable solutions to the myriad of
environmental problems facing our society in both the
developing and developed parts of the world. This
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coupling of the problems to solutions to them is
precisely what most current books fail to address.
This is what makes this book so unique and useful.

Reflections on Technology for
Educational Practitioners
The Labor Movement: the Problem of Today
Die Anfänge einer ganzheitlich orientierten
Epistemologie, die im 18. Jahrhundert u.a. auch bei
Goethe zu finden sind, und deren Schicksal es wurde,
zusammen mit ihrem ganzheitlichen Objekt, der
Natur, von dem damals sich anbahnenden
dominierenden reduktionistischen wissenschaftlichen
Diskurs ins existentielle Abseits gedrängt zu werden,
will dieses Buch ins 21. Jahrhundert weiterentwickeln.
Das Verschwinden des schöpferischen Potentials der
Natur, sowie des in sie immer noch eingebetteten
Menschen, steht dabei im Zentrum einer Anklage, die
gegen jene ökonomischen und geopolitischen Mächte
gerichtet ist, die von dem Tod des Natürlichen und
den damit zusammenhängenden menschlichen
"Entwicklungsdefiziten" profitieren. Kyoto-Akkord und
die Resultate der Pisa-Studie stehen also in einem
noch zu erahnenden ominösen Zusammenhang,
dessen Ausmaße die wirklichen Wurzeln des gegen
alles Leben gerichteten wahren Terrorismus im
imperialen Gehabegestus der westlichen Kultur
aufdecken würden.
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Handbook of Research on Learning and
Instruction
A world list of books in the English language.

The Axemaker's Gift
At first sight, to ask how sex has been influenced by
technology over time may appear to be a perplexing
question. There is no doubt about the current
importance of the new technologies of reproduction,
sex-change operations, and the passion that
electronic chat-rooms incite. However, it might be
argued that this is a recent phenomenon and the past
has little to reveal about "techno-sexual" relations.
This book draws on a number of examples of
"productive" relations between technology and
sexuality: the technical and sexual organization of
medieval monasteries, the moral and erotic
transgression afforded by the early wind and water
mill, and the romances forged in the context of the
train. The authors focus on three main eras: the
medieval period (around the eleventh century with its
monasteries as sites of technical innovation and
heretical religious movements on the borders of
Christianity); early modernity (from the time of the
European "discoveries" and the creation of "others"
including the natives of South America and the witch);
and the present and the technologically-mediated
future. What might be the connection between mills,
navigation techniques and trains and the realm of
sexuality? How does the government of sexuality and
socio-economic relations in the sixteenth century
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across distances find resonance in cyberspace? Once
the question of technology and sexuality has been
placed in a long-term perspective, the reader is
invited to reconsider relations often brushed aside, or
devalued for their connection with "low", popular or
quotidian culture, practices and spaces.
Acknowledging the uncomfortable social fact of
"techno-sexuality" as a quotidian experience allows
us to recuperate a range of often discounted or
forgotten social actors, movements and landscapes.

Day the Universe Changed
Reflections on Technology for Educational
Practitioners describes the main ideas of fourteen
philosophers of technology and how these ideas are
used or can be used in technology education.

Handbook of Research on KnowledgeIntensive Organizations
A Cuban/Spanish journalist and author examines the
historical and cultural influences that shaped Latin
America and suggests how they have made it into the
most impoverished, unstable and backward region in
the Western world.

Innovation You
Twin Tracks is a landmark book of real-world stories
that investigates the nature of change and divines as
never before the unlikely origins of many aspects of
contemporary life. In each of the work's twenty-five
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narratives, we discover how the different outcomes of
an important historical event in the past often come
together again in the future. Each chapter starts with
an event -- such as the U.S. attack on Tripoli in 1804
-- that generates two divergent series of
consequences. After tracking each pathway as it
ranges far and wide through time and space, Burke
shows how the paths finally and unexpectedly
converge in the modern world. Twin Tracks pinpoints
the myriad ways the future is shaped, whether by
love, war, accident, genius, or discovery. For instance,
in "The Marriage of Figaro to Stealth Fighter," Burke's
twin tracks start with the composer of the opera and
the French spy from whose play he stole the plot. The
tracks then encompass, among other things,
freemasonry, the War of Independence, Captain Cook,
jellyfish, Jane Austen, and audio tape. Ultimately, the
convergence of the two Figaro tracks sets the stage
for the development of Gulf War Stealth aircraft.
Wonderfully accessible and lucidly written, Twin
Tracks offers an amusing and instructive new view of
the past and the future.

Maring Hunters and Traders
Provides an international collection of studies on
knowledge-intensive organizations with insight into
organizational realities as varied as universities,
consulting agencies, corporations, and high-tech startups.

Dark Ecology
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